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This article examines how cultural dynamics shape leaders’ agency by investigating who
is seen as articulating contemporary feminism. The author finds that many contemporary
feminists have difficulty identifying leaders visible beyond their own communities, and
when asked to identify those who are articulating contemporary feminism, many identify
nationally known music icons. This results in “emotional mobilization,” empowering
feminists, but does not translate into wide-scale mobilization or into the development of
widely recognized leaders. This work investigates how leadership in contemporary
feminism departs from standard sociological ideas about how leaders shape and influence
movements, with some of the most influential contemporary feminists taking an
antileadership stance.

Keywords: feminism; women’s movement; emotional mobilization; leadership

And the music industry mafia is pimping girl power, sniping off sharpshooter singles
from their Styrofoam towers and hip hop is tied up in the back room with a logo stuffed
in its mouth cuz the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house.

—Ani DiFranco, 2003

Feminists we’re calling you. Please report to the front desk. Let’s name this phenome-
non. It is too dumb to bring us down. F.Y.R. Fifty years of ridicule. F.Y.R.

—Le Tigre, 2002

In the United States, feminism endures even as the state of the women’s move-
ment is questioned (see Dicker & Piepmeier, 2003; Findlen, 1995; Henry, 2004;
Hernandez & Rehman, 2002; Reger, 2005; Walker, 1995). Scholarly and popular
debates continue about the movement’s longevity, levels of mobilization, and most
important, its presence in the contemporary U.S. political and cultural scenes. One
contributing factor to these debates is that both movement participants and observers
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often have difficulty identifying wide-scale mobilizations and movement leaders.
Questions about leadership are therefore particularly relevant to the feminist move-
ment and have implications for the movement as well as its presence in the political
landscape.

In this article, I examine a movement without visible, national-level leaders and
ask, How is leadership construed and understood by contemporary feminists? Morris
and Staggenborg (2004) point out examinations of leadership need attention to both
structure and agency. Although most studies investigate the leader’s agency and the
larger political and social structure, arguing that leaders shape movements, this arti-
cle examines how cultural dynamics shape leaders’ agency. I examine this by inves-
tigating who is seen as articulating feminism in the 21st century. Two themes emerge
based on a series of interviews with feminists in three different communities. First,
most activists have difficulty identifying leaders visible beyond their own communi-
ties, and second, when asked to identify those who are articulating contemporary
feminism, many identify music icons who have a presence on a national level.
Drawing on these findings, I conclude that what is occurring is a form of “emotional
mobilization” that empowers young women and men but does not correlate into
wide-scale mobilization or into the development of nationally known leaders.
Paradoxically, those individuals who do help empower feminists—notably, musi-
cians such as Ani DiFranco and Kathleen Hanna—eschew the notion of leadership,
yet by doing so, they inspire others’ participation in and commitment to feminism.
This, I argue, results in an empowered but not collectively mobilized movement that
does not have a presence in the larger political scene. From this work, two major
conclusions arise. First, the contemporary women’s movement remains unrecog-
nized for its political power but remains active at the same time. Second, leadership
in contemporary feminism departs from standard sociological ideas about how
leaders shape and influence movements, with some of the most influential contem-
porary feminists taking an antileadership stance.

In what follows, I present qualitative data that illustrate these dynamics. Before
exploring my data, however, I first examine the concepts of leadership and emotional
mobilization and discuss the data and methods for this study.

Leadership and Emotional Mobilization

Social movement scholars debate how leaders are created (Morris, 1984;
Nepstad, 2004), what gives them authority to be leaders (see Einwohner, 2007 [this
issue]), types of leadership (Barnett, 1993; McCarthy & Zald, 1977; Robnett, 1997;
Staggenborg, 1988), and the types of tasks they accomplish (see Earl, 2007 [this
issue]). Despite these differing views, scholars agree that leaders are essential to (but
understudied in) social movements. Drawing on a review of the literature, Morris
and Staggenborg (2004) define leaders as “strategic decision-makers who inspire
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and organize others to participate in social movements” (p. 171). I adopt this defin-
ition, seeing leaders as visible actors who intentionally work to mobilize groups of
people and promote their causes and goals through collective action.

It is important to note that leaders are distinct from organizers, who can serve as
movement “spokespersons” who put themselves forward or are selected by the media
as “stars” but are not accountable as leaders. Leaders, then, according to Morris and
Staggenborg (2004), “interpret relevant structural contexts and identify their weak-
nesses, strengths and contradictions and make decisions about how they are to be
exploited for movement purposes” (p. 191). Gusfield (1966) additionally argues that
there is a difference between a mobilizer, someone able to strategically assess and
determine the direction of a movement, and an articulator, someone who can ver-
balize the ideology of the movement without necessarily providing direction. In the
case of contemporary feminism, young feminists do not identify a national-scale
leadership but instead identify leaders at the community level or see leadership in
different terms (as discussed below), and those who emerge in the national spotlight
are, in Gusfield’s terms, articulators of the movement’s ideologies.

The absence of leaders is tied to political opportunities (Morris & Staggenborg,
2004; Oberschall, 1973). Once political opportunities (as indicated by factors such
as identifiable crises, adequate resources, or a hostile or sympathetic state) are in
place, individuals or teams of leaders can emerge from social movement organiza-
tions shaping or bridging organizations (Morris & Staggenborg, 2004; Robnett,
1997). According to this argument, therefore, movements without identifiable
leaders on a national level have not had the right political opportunities for leaders
to emerge. In the case of the second wave (i.e., 1960s and 1970s) of the U.S.
women’s movement, identifiable crises along with adequate resources have facili-
tated the development of the movement (Freeman, 1999) and, consequently, a
nationally recognized cadre of leaders, such as Betty Friedan, Gloria Steinem, Kate
Millet, and Eleanor Smeal. Crises around legislation such as Roe v. Wade and the
Equal Rights Amendment, along with countermovement attacks such as the antiabor-
tion campaign Operation Rescue, mobilized the movement and provided for the
emergence of leaders. In the contemporary or third wave of the women’s movement,
however, it can be argued that the diffusion of feminist ideas into the culture
(Baumgardner & Richards, 2000) along with fluctuating levels of openness in the
political arena (as indicated by the presidencies of Bush Sr., Clinton, then Bush Jr.)
have not provided a fertile ground for ongoing national campaigns.

In addition, the media can play a role in the presence or absence of movement
leadership. In earlier waves of feminism, leaders were often elevated to that status
by the media, whose attention was drawn to the high levels of activity.1 In contrast,
movements with a lack of national activity and campaigns in effect create a
leadership void by not achieving the levels of mass activity needed to draw media
attention and, consequently, leadership status for noteworthy individuals. This lack
of attention, in turn, makes it difficult to organize further campaigns. It would be
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inaccurate to claim that the contemporary women’s movement lacks activity, how-
ever. For instance, the 2004 March on Washington for Women’s Lives, which drew
1 million participants, was coorganized by the American Civil Liberties Union,
Black Women’s Health Imperative, Feminist Majority, NARAL Pro-Choice America,
National Latina Institute for Reproductive Health, National Organization for Women,
and Planned Parenthood Federation of America (“NOW Builds Upon Energy,”
2006). Nonetheless, these prominent campaigns have not been consistent, leading
some to doubt the viability of the movement.

Emotional Mobilization

In what sense is contemporary feminism mobilized, then? One way of articulating
a movement’s ideology is through the use of emotions. Goodwin, Jasper, and Polletta
(2004) argue that “political activists often use emotions strategically to signal things
about themselves to each other and to outsiders” (p. 414). Scholars have documented
how emotions have been used as a way to mobilize and create a group capable of col-
lective action. The mobilization of emotions played a role in the collapse of the former
Soviet Union (Collins, 1995) and the transition to a Maoist China (Robinson, 1974;
Solomon, 1969). Social scientists, particularly those in the fields of history, political
science, and sociology, have labeled this dynamic emotional mobilization.

If we view emotions as cultural accomplishments (Goodwin et al., 2004) and mobi-
lization as the process of bringing resources to a movement, emotional mobilization
can then be understood as the articulation of an emotional state (e.g., pride, shame,
anger, joy) that causes a change in an individual’s behavior and aligns him or her to a
movement. Shrock, Holden, and Reid (2004) define emotional mobilization similarly,
calling it “the processes through which feelings are suppressed, evoked, and used in
multiple contexts so as to foster/or support activism” (p. 62). Emotional mobilization
is not the same as intellectual mobilization, which provides information educating the
individual; instead, emotional mobilization creates a structure of meaning that pro-
vides a moral and cognitive understanding of a particular situation or life circumstance
linked to a movement’s ideology. The transformation of emotions is a common tactic
of the women’s movement through consciousness raising and support groups (Reger,
2004; Taylor, 1996). Frye argues that “feminists have seen one of their chief tasks as
helping women turn their feelings of shame and inadequacy into feelings of anger and
potency” (as cited in Goodwin et al., 2004, p. 422).

Scholars have established that emotional appeals are used to draw participants
into movements through the definition of collective identities (Taylor, 1996; Taylor
& Rupp, 2002; Whittier, 2001), and movement leaders use emotions as a way to
shape potential participants’ understandings of movement goals (Polletta, 2002).
However, when this emotional mobilization is accomplished without the strategic
guidance of leadership or widespread mobilization, the movement can remain sub-
merged, invisible on the national scene and emerging only in various community
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contexts. As Shrock et al. (2004) state in their study of the transgender movement,
“Being emotionally primed in facilitative contexts is often not enough to motivate
participation in or support of social movement organizations” (p. 63). Therefore,
emotional mobilization is not a substitute for leadership. In this article, I present data
suggesting that contemporary feminists have been mobilized in exactly this fashion.
Drawing on qualitative data from three different feminist communities, I suggest that
specific individuals—namely, musicians—emotionally mobilize contemporary fem-
inists without performing the leadership tasks of providing contact to social move-
ment organizations, communities, or networks for wide-scale movement emergence
and activity. In addition, I discuss how some musicians have purposively rejected or
disclaimed the role of leader within the movement.

The rejection of leadership roles within a movement is not new. Debates about
leadership were common in the radical branch of U.S. feminism in the second wave.
Consciousness-raising, or rap, groups often sought to have a nonhierarchal, leaderless
structure to ensure that all women were active participants and that patterns of (male)
dominance were not unconsciously played out (see Ezekiel, 2002; Freeman, 1972-
1973). Whereas second-wave feminists deliberately altered organizational form to
democratize their groups, contemporary feminism’s antileadership stance stems from a
more individualistic take on activism. Contemporary feminism is seen as moving away
from seeing women as victims of patriarchy (Wolf, 1993) and is focused on the every-
day as opposed to more institutional structures for political action. Individuals are
therefore seen as the most important change agents, more important than formal orga-
nizations or collective actions (Henry, 2004; Heywood & Drake, 1997), and feminist
activism is enacted through individuals’ everyday lives, particularly their appearance
and expressions of gender and sexuality (Johnson, 2002). Third-wave activism is char-
acterized as computer generated, do it yourself (DIY), online, and in cyberspace
(Alfonso & Trigilio, 1997), as opposed to more traditional activism, where groups tar-
get the legislature through lobbying and other forms of protest. This movement culture
leads to what could be characterized as an “anticollectivity” stance that leaves emotional
mobilization as one of the only forms of wide-scale mobilization of the movement.

To elaborate on this dynamic, I first provide an overview of the case study sites
and my methods.

Method and Data

My findings are based on three case studies of feminist communities in the
Midwest, East Coast, and Northwest. To construct the case studies, I interviewed 42
young feminists, did participant observation, and collected relevant documents. The
cases were selected to examine regional variations in feminist activism and identi-
ties. Because much of contemporary feminism is visible in university settings, two
of the case sites are focused on college-oriented communities.
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To provide anonymity, I created pseudonyms for the colleges, interviewees, and
campus organizations. At the Midwest site (Woodview State University), the 13
interviews drew participants from the only visible feminist organization on campus.
This group served as the center of a feminist community. At the East Coast site
(Evers College), the 17 interviewees were from a more diverse mix of progressive
and feminist organizations. At the Northwest site (Green City), the 10 interviewees
were from a variety of organizational and institutional contexts, with some having
no organizational affiliations at all. The Green City interviewees were also predom-
inately college graduates who were not involved in campus organizations. My sam-
pling strategy was to identify and interview self-identified feminists at all three
locations. Because of the locations chosen, or perhaps because of the nature of con-
temporary feminism itself, the respondents were primarily White (80%) and pre-
dominately female (97.5%).2 Their ages ranged from 19 to 33, with some diversity
in sexual orientation; 35% (14) identified as queer, 22.5% (9) as lesbians, 17.5%
(7) as heterosexuals, 5% (2) as bisexuals, and 20% either did not identify or created
different ways to describe their sexuality.3 Many of the respondents identified them-
selves as middle class, with 40% (16) identifying as upper middle class, 30% (12) as
lower middle class, 7.5% (3) as working class, and 5% (2) as poor.4

The interviews were open-ended, structured, and lasted between 45 min and 2 hr.
The interviews at Evers and Green City were gathered through a snowball method
(with some of the Green City respondents located through an appeal on Friendster.com,
a networking Web site), and the Woodview interviews were with a selection of par-
ticipants in the feminist group on campus.

My goal was to examine the experiences of contemporary feminists and the gen-
erational and ideological dynamics of their activism. At the time of the interviews,
the respondents considered themselves to be feminists and shared a basic definition
of feminism and its goals.5 The definition included the belief in equality and the
embracing of a variety of human rights, including freedom of choice, freedom from
gender stereotypes, and freedom for all oppressed individuals. The interviews cover
areas such as definitions of feminism, stories of becoming a feminist, views of third-
wave feminism, relations with second-wave feminism, and goals for the organiza-
tion, network, or community. In addition, interviewees were asked to identify leaders
or icons in the movement that inspired their feminist beliefs and activism.

Field notes from a variety of events comprise the second source of data. These
included a drag king show in Green City, a meeting with 1st-year students at Evers
College, and three concerts and several rallies and meetings held by the feminist group
on Woodview’s campus. I also spent time in community venues that were central to a
feminist-progressive community, such as feminist bookstores and coffee shops. It was
at these venues, along with organizational meetings, e-mail lists, and Web sites, that I
gathered documents relevant to each community. Such documents included meeting
minutes, Web site content, e-mail, flyers, and posters. Using the ATLAS.ti qualitative
analytical software program, I coded all the material in terms of themes related to state
of contemporary feminism. Those themes include role of family in becoming a feminist
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and defining feminism, community influences, leadership, impact of popular culture,
goals, beliefs and strategies, and organizational involvements. In this article, I focus on
the data pertaining to leadership, popular culture, and movement icons.

Articulating Contemporary Feminism

Although leadership in the second wave of feminism was not always a clear-cut
issue, and women who assumed or were put into positions of leadership were often
criticized (see Freeman, 1998, on “trashing” in the movement), identifiable leadership
did emerge with a national presence in the movement (most notably, women such as
Gloria Steinem, Eleanor Smeal, and Betty Friedan). For contemporary feminists, as
I demonstrate below, the task of identifying leaders is more difficult. In fact, few inter-
viewees could identify current leaders, although many could identify those from the
second wave. Many interviewees credited this apparent lack of leaders not to a fail-
ure of the movement but instead to a changing movement with an emphasis on the
individual versus the collective. Henry (2005) argues that the movement “appears to
lack the other forms of collectivity that were so central to second-wave feminism”
(p. 82). Therefore, instead of identifying leaders in a traditional sense, many of the
interviewees identified musicians, in particular, Ani DiFranco and Kathleen Hanna,
as important articulators of the movement.

Where Are the Leaders? 

When asked to identify someone influential in the movement, some of the inter-
viewees named local leaders. This was particularly true in Green City, where there
is an active community that integrates environmental, antiwar, feminist, gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and transgender concerns. In particular, leaders mentioned by respondents
included the members of an organization that works against fat oppression, a group
called Radical Cheerleaders,6 and a woman who created a lesbian- and queer-
focused Web site. At Woodview and Evers, respondents had a more difficult time
thinking of local grassroots organizers and leaders. Notably, though, when asked to
think of more national or mainstream leaders, interviewees from all three sites often
stated there were none. According to Lila, an Evers student,

And the thing about leaders of this third wave . . . there’s like Ellie Smeal and Gloria
Steinem and that’s who I think of as big [second-wave] feminists. I think that’s a prob-
lem because who are the leaders of the third wave? 

One reason for this, according to the respondents, was that leadership, like the
movement, has changed. Drawing on Baumgardner and Richards’s (2000) notion
that in the 21st century, feminism has diffused into the culture like fluoride into water
(p. 17), feminist leadership, according to some respondents, has thus diffused into a
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series of resources that can mobilize movements in more indirect ways. For instance,
Stella, another Evers student, said,

I think there is a lot [of leadership available] like going to the bookstore and being able
to see books just about feminists of the next generation or young women of color
redefining feminism. I don’t even know a lot of names, but just to be able to see that
there and that is a resource that is available.

Evers student Terri agreed and argued that products of contemporary feminism, such
as self-made magazines (“zines”), are a part of the available resources that can take
the place of traditional leadership. She said,

I think that whole, just the zines and women making movies, women claiming differ-
ent forces of public expression—I think that’s a big part of it, you know? Whether it’s
performance art or painting or just getting your voice out there and making it heard.
Whether or not you are specifically addressing feminism, just by talking about your
own experiences. That’s feminist if it can help other women to realize they’re not alone.

For others, a resource creating and shaping feminism was their college courses in
feminist theory. Sandra said, “On an academic level, bell hooks, Adrienne Rich—they
play a role.” Jaclyn, a Woodview student who had taken women’s studies courses,
found that theories by feminists of color were particularly influential to her. She said,

You see what’s funny to me is when I think of where we are right now, just in terms of fash-
ion or anything that’s going on with our pop culture, everyone’s looking to the past for things.
We’re not so much living in the here and now right now, so what I’m seeing amongst a lot of
feminists I know is we’re pulling things from, like,Audre Lorde, you know, especially . . . and
like bell hooks. That’s where we’re getting, like, our inspiration from these Black feminist the-
orists, you know, and that’s where we’re getting all this. . . . That’s where I identify the most
is with these Black feminist theorists. It’s just like their arguments are so strong.

Implicit in these discussions is the idea that leadership in contemporary feminism
is different from previous waves. Terri summed up this approach:

I think that young women are different in that they don’t write in terms of proclama-
tions and speeches and long drawn out . . . I think that our feminism is expressed more
succinctly and less in an academic way and more in just a person-to-person context.
And I think zines have had a big role in that and the whole Riot Grrrl movement.7

Sandra, an Evers student, argued that the constantly changing context of contempo-
rary feminism plays a role in the lack of visible leaders. She said,

I think if you view third-wave feminism as something that’s evolving, I don’t think you
can have one spokesperson for it. And I think that’s something that like 20 years from
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now, our kids are going to look back and say, “This is what they meant and this is what
they were doing” . . . [laughs].

It is clear that for many of the interviewees, the lack of wide-scale, prominent
leadership is not a problem. Leadership is redefined in a variety of ways, including
not being essential to movements, being done through a series of resources, and hap-
pening in a submerged or covert manner. However, despite changing definitions of
leadership, most of the interviewees could identify people influential in their femi-
nism, mostly musicians. 

Listening to Feminism

Cheryl Hercus (2005) argues that feminist events offer a chance for emotional
revitalization and to connect, or reconnect, to a community and identity. Listening to
music (either at home or by attending concerts) was the primary way in which many
of the respondents experienced a form of emotional revitalization, a sense of being
charged up about being a feminist. When an emotional state is articulated in certain
contexts, it can cause a change in an individual’s behavior and connect him or her to
a movement (Kaminiski & Taylor, in press; Rupp & Taylor, 2003; Staggenborg,
Eder, & Sudderth, 1993-1994; Taylor, 1996). In particular, music can play a role in
the mobilization and creation of collective identities (e.g., see Adams, 2002;
Eyerman & Jamison, 1998; Kaminiski & Taylor, in press). As Sandra stated, “I think
right now, musicians play a big role in the movement, and different queer activists
and artists.”

In the case of contemporary feminism, participants are drawn not only to the
lyrics and messages of songs but also to the lifestyle imbued by the musicians and
the sense of community they experienced listening to the music. Marley, a Green
City resident, noted that music was one arena where feminist voices and messages
are easily accessible. Bailey agreed, recalling how important pop music was in fuel-
ing her developing feminist identity as a young girl. She said,

No Doubt [a band] came out with [the song] “I’m Just a Girl,” and I was in the sixth
grade, and my friends and I loved that song. And that [lead singer Gwen Stefani] was
someone that we could look to who was a really awesome dresser and really badass.
And it brought us together and we did really actually sit down and talk about the
lyrics. . . . It was a feeling of relief and sort of an automatic community.

The most commonly named musicians were Ani DiFranco and Kathleen Hanna,
along with Hanna’s bands Bikini Kill and Le Tigre.8 DiFranco, owner of the
Righteous Babe record label, has recorded more than 15 albums. Her music is known
for its political content, covering issues such as corporate corruption, racism, and
women’s oppression in society (Feigenbaum, 2005). Hanna was a part of a punk-infused
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band, Bikini Kill, that helped create the Riot Grrrl movement in the early 1990s.
After Bikini Kill, Hanna went on to be a part of Le Tigre, which is self-described
as “one art-damaged, deconstructive, performance-art, electronic pop off-shoot
of the grassroots punk feminist organizing and cultural production of the nineties”
(Le Tigre, n.d.).

Interviewees in all three communities mentioned DiFranco as an important artic-
ulator for contemporary feminists. According to Laura, “Any feminist you talk to,
that name will pop up. I mean that’s just a given—you’ve got to listen to her if you’re
a feminist”. For Ben, two musicians epitomized contemporary feminism, but it was
DiFranco who really captured the essence of third-wave feminism for him. He said,

The two that stand out for me are Ani DiFranco and Alex Olson. I mean, incredible
women and just . . . I think they are such a good example of what they . . . Alex Olson
is definitely much more . . . her focus is definitely much more women, but Ani
DiFranco is more . . . definitely more encompassing. And those are the two that stand
out when I think of third wave.

He continued, describing one of DiFranco’s concerts:

You just look around and you see, like, it’s so encompassing. I mean . . . I guess it’s not
encompassing when you look at diversity in terms of race or ethnicity, but you know,
from other walks of life, you know, LGBT [lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender]-type
issues or women and men, it’s definitely encompassing in that regard. But she’s defi-
nitely a good example of third-wave feminism. I think she represents that really well. 

Marley, a Green City resident, also explained some of DiFranco’s appeal:

So her following is very large. I think that she has a huge amount of influence, and it’s
hard because of how much [the] mainstream media tries to pigeonhole her. Kathleen
Hanna never had that much focus like Ani DiFranco, so I think there’s a little bit of a
difference. And how successful has Ani been? Under the circumstances, phenomenally
successful at maintaining her own identity.

As evidenced by Marley’s comments, DiFranco’s status as a contemporary femi-
nist icon is not just the result of her music but also from her fight to retain her iden-
tity. For many, her lifestyle and her refusal to go mainstream with her music added
to her popularity.

According to Laura,

Her music is so empowering, and it’s not just her music, it’s who she is. She started off at
a very young age, had a very hard, troubled life as a woman. [She] did everything on her
own. . . . She’s a very powerful, powerful, independent woman, and that’s so impressive.
Any girl I think [who] connects with feminism connects in some way with [DiFranco].
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Part of retaining that identity is DiFranco’s presentation of herself as outspoken
and unafraid to take on controversy. Sally talked about how the musician and her
causes had affected her. She said,

Ani DiFranco—she’s a big impact on my life. And I think just her because she’s very
unapologetic and she’s my biggest thing and I think that’s [what] I’m working on now,
is not being afraid to say what I have to say and speaking my mind and kind of like
breaking the silence on a lot of topics. . . . And I think she does that, and I write poetry
and I do a little bit of slam poetry and to be as half as just brutally honest as she is in
a lot of her songs [is] what I can only aspire to be like. She’s kind of an inspiration in
that way, you know? I think that also being bisexual and kind of being fluid with her
sexuality. A lot of her songs can reach out to people. And they address issues like abuse,
and they address issues like reclaiming power and getting out of unhealthy situations.

DiFranco was not the only musician mentioned by interviewees who integrated
independent lifestyles with their music. According to Sandra, other musicians brought
a sense of individuality and rebelliousness to their music and their personas. She said,

I think the Indigo Girls—my friends would kill me for saying this—just because they
can be women and they can be queer but that’s not where the attention is, it’s on what-
ever issue they are working on. They can say, “Accept me, like me, don’t like me, but
you better do it because of what I’m saying, not just because who I am.”

Jaclyn, whose taste in music was more avant garde, named lesser known musicians
who epitomized for her what it meant to be feminist. She said,

Just anyone who’s in your face right now is like really where . . . I pull my inspiration
from . . . like in the Peaches. I don’t know if you ever heard [of] Peaches? [Jo: No.]
She’s ridiculous. I love her. . . . She doesn’t identify as feminist but she gets on stage—
she has a mullet, OK? And then she wears like these fishnets with a bikini top and a
g-string and goes on stage with a strap-on. And like, her songs are so absurd and she’s
just . . . she’s amazing. She writes all her own music, she produces all her own stuff,
and she has a really feminist message even though she doesn’t identify as a feminist.

For many, the naming of DiFranco was not only about her feminist messages but the
way in which she addressed other issues such as globalization, corporate greed, racism,
and homophobia. On the Righteous Babe Web site, DiFranco is self-described as sup-
porting “grassroots cultural and political organizations around the country” and concerned
with issues such as “opposing the death penalty, upholding women’s reproductive rights,
promoting queer visibility, and preserving historic buildings back in Buffalo” (Righteous
Babe Records, 2006). Her listeners are aware of her political interests. According to Dana,

She always has really amazing things to say and powerful ways to say it and she’s just
on top of exactly how feminism is connected to this globalization and these corporate
powers and stuff like that. She just knows her stuff.
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One factor making DiFranco’s music so popular is that she draws on political
ideas that contemporary feminists have also heard in other contexts, for example, the
quote from Audre Lorde (1984) about the master’s tools cited in the lyrics at the
beginning of this article.

In sum, DiFranco is an articulator of contemporary feminism, creating music with
a feminist sensibility that addresses a variety of issues, who lives an independent life.
As Laura stated, listening to Ani DiFranco is almost an expectation for anyone iden-
tifying himself or herself as feminist.

A major source of feminist inspiration for many of the interviewees came from
what Jaclyn called a “visit into the past”: the feminist punk music era of the early
1990s. Groups such as Bikini Kill with Hanna served as the inspiration for Riot Grrrl
bands whose music was meant to reclaim punk from a dominant male perspective.
According to the Le Tigre Web site,

The bands that were associated with early Riot Grrrl questioned the posturing and con-
ventions of a boy-ruled punk scene by making stripped down punk music paired with
feminist subject matter and performance strategies. Riot Grrrl meetings were similar to
the feminist consciousness-raising groups of the 70’s. Mixed in with the practical work
associated with making and distributing zines, promoting shows, organizing conven-
tions, and doing activism, there was much discussion of women’s experiences of sex-
ism, sexual abuse, assault and harassment, body-image, queer identities, and how all of
these things intersect with class and race. (Le Tigre, n.d.)

Most of the discussion of Riot Grrrl music by interviewees focused on Hanna.
Dana, who mentioned DiFranco as a musician epitomizing contemporary feminism,
also found inspiration with Hanna’s latest band, Le Tigre. She said,

Yeah. Another group that’s really representative of that idea [third-wave feminism] is
Le Tigre. They are really awesome because they’re all about this mentalities [sic] that
are being pushed on us. You know what I mean, and acknowledging them and then
redefining ourselves and stuff.

Like DiFranco, Le Tigre is seen as melding politics and music. On the Web site,
the group members state why they create the music they do and acknowledge that
their music is not a substitute for political activism. They write,

The music is not separate from our political ideas and we really can’t choose one or the
other. We don’t think that art or music can replace political activism, but we think it can
be an important part of a culture of resistance so that social change feels possible. We
want to make great music that radical people can recognize their values in, because that
is what we ourselves crave. (Le Tigre, n.d.)
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Connecting to Community

When bands such as Le Tigre seek to create a space to discuss and explore their
feminist politics, it also creates a space for the emotional mobilization of contempo-
rary feminists. Drawing on the definition of emotional mobilization as the articula-
tion of an emotional state (in this case, love and emotional connection) that causes a
change in an individual’s behavior and aligns him or her to a movement, it is clear
that many of the interviewees saw music as providing an emotional space to develop
emotional attachments to the musicians and a feminist community.

The predominant emotion expressed by the interviewees was one of love. They
reported loving the singers, the music, and the messages in the lyrics. For example,
Laura said of a recording artist she recently found, “It blew the socks off me. . . . [I]
fell in love with her. I was like, ‘Oh my god, take me with you’ [laughs]. I was in
amazement.” Love in this context was a feeling of connection to the music and musi-
cian. Not all musicians inspired the same emotional levels of connection. For
example, Jaclyn distinguished between love and like in her discussion of musicians.
She said, “I really love Riot Grrrl music. That’s my favorite. Like Bikini Kill, you
know, that whole outspoken, like, that whole L7 [another punk-based band] . . . just
whatever.” However, she went on to say that she merely liked Ani DiFranco.

Loving a musician is emotional, and it was in the concert setting that emotional
mobilization occurred. Here, young feminists came in contact with each other and
experienced a sense of community. Samantha, a Green City resident, discussed that
dynamic at Le Tigre concerts. She said,

Samantha: And also I feel like it’s just really inspirational to go there and you’re with all
these other women and they’re all, you know, singing in unison to the lyrics about
[pause] I don’t know, being feminists out loud and openly and taking it into the world.
Taking the personal and political into the world and . . .

Jo: And that’s empowering?
Samantha: Yeah, so then you want to leave and like [makes noise] wooooo, and run around.

Kyra, a Woodview student, noted that these concerts could have a conversion
dynamic to them. She said of her experience,

I used to listen to Bikini Kill and then Kathleen Hanna and Le Tigre and I went and saw
them live and it was just the coolest thing. I was just like, I mean I don’t even, I don’t
have any of their albums or anything, but they just came in concert and I was just like,
“I’m going to go,” and it was just awesome because it was like they were incorporat-
ing all the beliefs and they were basically yelling out what they believed to the audi-
ence, and the audience was responding and the place was packed and it was cool.

Although not a conversion experience for Emily, the concerts did serve as a place to
connect with a community of similarly disposed people. She said,
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It’s definitely through the lyrics and through the sort of message the music has. I think
that you’re going to be drawn to that if you believe in it, and you’re going to be around
people who like it because they’re into that, those sort of ideas, and so concerts are a
place where you can listen to this music and listen to these lyrics and know that these
other people are thinking, “Yeah, that’s really cool, I believe the same things, yeah.”

In sum, drawn by their love of the artists, young feminists enter into a community that
politically and emotionally stimulates them and connects them to others. Emily, a
Woodview student, spelled out that dynamic of connection by noting that the concerts
did not make her a feminist but provided a way to connect with a community. She said,

I think one of the biggest ways that I’ve met other people and I’ve made friends and
they just have been feminists because of the . . . they haven’t been feminists because of
the music but that’s how we connected, and then it was just natural that they were fem-
inists. Like going to concerts and of course Ani DiFranco and Bitch and Animal con-
certs and all that, like. . . . It’s just a really cool environment and that’s like totally
where I want to be all the time.

She continued:

Like the Ani [DiFranco] shows and the Bitch and Animal shows for some reason, like
that’s totally a comfortable environment, it’s a place where it seems like everyone there
has to be a feminist if they’re going to be there, at least, especially with Bitch and
Animal. They don’t have to be a feminist but it’s, you don’t question it so much with
everyone there. It’s just really relaxed and it’s, it’s really positive energy. 

Although the expressions cool, inspirational, and positive energy are not overtly
emotional, implicit in the interviewees’ discussions of the musicians and the concerts
is the idea that concerts are a place where feminist sensibilities are evoked and artic-
ulated. This articulation of love and connection then leads to a form of emotional
mobilization, as described by Leslie, a Woodview student. She said,

Those artists [musicians like Ani DiFranco] I think have been really instrumental in
mobilizing people and getting them to care about things. . . . I know there have been [a
lot] of issues that were brought to my attention through music that I listen to and then
I’ll go and read about and figure out why does this band feel so passionate about it, well
I like this band and they’re into this, so that makes sense so now that’s my fight too.

Rejecting Leadership

Part of creating this feminist emotional mobilization is the concept of fighting a
battle within a feminist community. Central to that is retaining a sense of one’s own
identity, as evidenced by Hanna’s refusal to be labeled as the “creator” or leader of
Riot Grrrl music and activism by the media. Because Hanna and the other band
members viewed the Riot Grrrl movement as nonhierarchical, similar to the second-
wave radical feminists, they refused to give interviews to mainstream media (Grant,
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2006). According to the band, this stance was in response to the media’s trivializa-
tion of Riot Grrrl. They write,

Many individuals, bands, zines, artists and scenes were lumped under this term once
the “sexy new” punk feminism gained a little media attention. This gave the false
impression that there was a centralized ideology or leadership unifying disparate con-
stellations of feminist art and agitation. (Le Tigre, n.d.)

However, departing from the radical feminist critique of hierarchy within organiza-
tions, Le Tigre draws on the characterization of third wave as individualistic as a
rationale for rejecting leadership. The band members state, “So while we would not
presume to define Riot Grrrl, we can characterize it and make some observations that
reflect our personal experiences” (Le Tigre, n.d.). This rejection of a more prominent
role brought Hanna admiration. For example, Marley said,

Kathleen Hanna has done a really good job of being very true to who she is. . . . There
has been controversy but . . . I think that a lot of that was that they wanted to put a face
[on the movement] like she was going to be the Betty Friedan or she was going to be
the Gloria Steinem and she had a real issue with that. She was like, “This is
organic.” . . . She does a really, really good job of [sic] in her music and in her perfor-
mances and how what she chooses to do educating on things [is] very specific. . . . She
has done a really good job of saying, “This is happening here. Please do this. This is an
organization. Please learn about NARAL. Please understand that this is happening.” . . .
And yet [she] has never sold out. She’s never become the property of NARAL.

In the same vein, DiFranco has not emerged as a leader, that is, someone making
strategic decisions about the movement, despite her fans’ enthusiasm. She does
encourage activism by providing links to different organizations on her Web site.
However, the section of her Web site labeled Mobilize only provides directions on
how to become a street team member to promote the record label and its bands.

In sum, both Hanna and DiFranco are viewed as independent and under no one’s con-
trol, a powerful emotional message to young women and men. The music they create is
political, far reaching, and empowering and allows their listeners to connect to feminist
ideologies and communities, helping to emotionally mobilize contemporary feminism.
However, neither woman is willing to assume a more directive leadership role. In fact,
their rejection of leadership increases their popularity. For example, Marley said of Hanna,

She walked away from the insanity of where they were trying to place her and in a posi-
tion she’d never felt comfortable [with] and didn’t want to speak for anyone but
Kathleen Hanna, which I think you have to have a huge respect [for].

Their refusal to step into the role of spokesperson or leader (to the point of
Hanna’s not defining a movement that she helped start) can be seen as a tendency
away from collectivist efforts at the same time they are drawing young women and
men to feminism.
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Discussion and Conclusion

Although these case studies do not represent all levels and types of feminist
activism in the United States, they offer clues as to why debates continue about the
state of the contemporary women’s movement. It is clear from these interviews that
feminism is still an ideology attracting young women and men today. As people are
drawn to feminist ideas and beliefs, they come in contact with a feminist community,
and music can play an important role in solidifying individuals’ beliefs and con-
necting them to movement ideas. However, when music or other emotional messages
are the primary way of articulating movement ideology, it has serious implications
for the mobilization of the movement.

The data illustrate how many of the feminists interviewed saw contemporary fem-
inist leadership as absent or changing in style and turned to music as a form of fem-
inist empowerment. Although DiFranco, Le Tigre, or Bitch and Animal concerts
may not be overtly labeled movement activities, they do serve as a place where fem-
inist messages are available to young women and men. Although scholars argue that
the development of a collective consciousness or collective identity is a social move-
ment outcome (Mueller, 1987; Staggenborg, 1995), it does not always lead to
increased mobilization of a movement or the emergence of a leader to provide strate-
gic decision making and guidance. As Hercus (2005) notes, women can participate
in movement events as a way of seeking emotional and social support. However, she
argues that although this might empower the individual, it does not guarantee greater
mobilization of the movement. This idea did not escape some of the interviewees. In
particular, Bailey argued, “I think people can gather together at a concert and feel
energy, but then it’s not being channeled anywhere.” This quote illustrates the limi-
tations of emotional mobilization within the contemporary women’s movement.
Movements dependent on certain forms of emotional mobilization are then vulnera-
ble to changes in popular culture and the types of musical forms embraced by par-
ticipants. If DiFranco and Hanna lose popularity or are replaced by other forms of
music, the movement may lose ground in the sustaining of feminist ideology.

In addition, because feminism has diffused into the U.S. culture, it is often diffi-
cult to separate what is a part of the popular culture and what is being articulated
within the movement. For example, Messner (2002) argues that Nike’s “Just Do It”
campaign aimed at women is really a commodification of feminism rather than a
strategy aimed at movement goals. Bailey also noted the same dynamic can happen with
music. She said, “I think it’s also unfortunate that often that energy [from concerts]
gets channeled into merchandising or something.” In sum, without direction from
leaders, the movement has energized participants but does not constitute a presence
in a national sense. This is not to argue that feminist leaders do not exist (or large-
scale feminist events such as the 2004 March on Washington, D.C.). On the grassroots
level, leaders exist in all of the communities. However, without some articulation
and direction on a broader scale, the movement exists in a state of murkiness on the
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national level, making it difficult to gauge how important feminist activism is in con-
temporary times.

Scholars argue that political opportunities are needed for leaders to emerge. The
question remains that with the current focus on feminist activism as more individually
focused and embedded in the everyday life of participants, do political opportunities
exist or are participants not taking advantage of them? The cases of Ani DiFranco and
Kathleen Hanna suggest that some political and cultural opportunities are deliberately
being ignored or refused. Hanna had the potential to gain national media attention
through the Riot Grrrl movement but chose not to. DiFranco also has not chosen to step
into a more strategic, leadership role. In sum, the way in which contemporary femi-
nists create understandings of the movement (individualistic, different from the second
wave, focused on everyday) could hinder the emergence of leaders simply because the
political opportunities are being missed or leadership is being defined in ways we have
yet to recognize. Another explanation could be that opportunities are present but
cultural constraints within the movement prevent individuals from seizing these oppor-
tunities because they do not want to be leaders. Ironically, as the data illustrate, this
stance makes them more popular to movement participants.

However, media bias could also play a role in the lack of nationally identifiable
leaders, and the interviewees were aware of this possibility. Ava, an Evers student,
argued that leaders were not getting noticed. She said, “I definitely think there are
leaders in different aspects and angles, but they are not necessarily mainstream
people.” Lila, an Evers student, agreed: “I think that there have obviously been a lot
of women of my generation who have done amazing things but they just haven’t got
the notoriety or the fame as they did.” However, as Hanna’s story indicates, not all
media attention is good, particularly if it trivializes a movement.

This work also raises questions about how ideological shifts influence movement
leadership. In contemporary feminism, it appears that leadership is being redefined
by participants. Is leadership then an individual quality (as in one becomes a leader)
or is it a series of tasks or resources? (See Earl, 2007.) Do larger political shifts shape
the types of leadership in movements? In her study of the child sexual assault move-
ment, Whittier (2006) argues that therapeutic models of activism are not apolitical,
as they are often seen, and correspond to changing forms of social control. This
raises the question, as the state adapts its response to movements, does the field of
activism and the creation of leaders also change? Is the type of leadership as exem-
plified by widely known leaders such Martin Luther King Jr. needed in this contem-
porary sociopolitical environment? Another question arises as we consider how
movements spill over into each other and influence each other’s tactics, strategies,
frames, and forms of leadership (Meyer & Whittier, 1994). This is clear from the
ways in which contemporary feminists look to the “past” for inspiration in the theo-
ries of Black feminists and the existence of Riot Grrrl. Has social movement
spillover created a new type of resource-directed leadership in contemporary fem-
inism, replacing ideas of leadership from the past?
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As we continue our examination of leadership in movements, the questions will
continue to develop. Central to this study are the questions, What is the connection
between mobilization and the emergence of leadership? Do leaders mobilize move-
ments or do they emerge from mobilized movements? What is clear from this study,
however, is that the contemporary women’s movement is in existence and retains its
roots from the past while forging new dynamics.

Notes

1. For relations of the second wave and the media see The Feminist Memoir Project, edited by Rachel
Blau DuPlessis and Ann Snitow (1998), in particular the chapter by Anselma Dell’Olio (1998), “Home
Before Sundown.”

2. The sample does include, however, respondents who identify as “genderqueer,” undecided gender,
or transgender.

3. Those include combinations of labels such as “queer/homosexual/lesbian” or looser categories such
as “fluid” and “lesbian to queer.”

4. In addition, 17.5% either used a combination of class to describe themselves (or their parents) or
chose not to identify class.

5. One woman was ambivalent about claiming a feminist identity but did, however, consider her
activism to be feminist.

6. The Radical Cheerleaders is a loosely organized national network of activists who protest by politi-
cizing traditional cheerleading or pep squad moves and chants.

7. Riot Grrrl was a movement of young women and men responding to the male-dominated punk scene.
It led to the rise of multiple bands and drew on a do-it-yourself, anticorporate, anticapitalist ethic. The goal
was to empower women though music, zine making, art, and support groups (Grant, 2006; Le Tigre, n.d.).

8. Other commonly mentioned musicians include Lilith Fair organizer and singer Sarah McLachlan,
folk singer Dar Williams, spoken word artist Alex Olson, and the bands Sleater Kinney and Bitch and
Animal.
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